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I. Policy Mo
otivation for Research::
W
What prom
mpts governments to reepay their debts to fo
oreigners? A
Answering this
t question is crucial for
understanding the susstainability of public debt, and fo
or designingg policies to
o enhance it. In the past,
eeconomistss have stresssed the neggative reacttion of foreeigners as a reason forr repaymentt, either in the
fform of dirrect sanctio
ons againstt defaultingg countries or a loss of reputation of thesse countriess in
internationaal markets. Our research is inten
nded to higghlight an additional
a
cconsequence of sovereeign
d
defaults: do
omestic finaancial turmo
oil. This con
nsequence h
has been mostly overlo
ooked in thee literature but
it has playeed an important role in the last few
w decades. From the R
Russian default of 1998
8 to the reccent
European d
debt crisis, the occurreence or thee risk of pu
ublic defaultt threaten the solvenccy of domeestic
banks, whicch often heaavily invest in public bo
onds.
TThese considerations suggest
s
thaat governmeents may ch
hoose to reepay their d
debts precissely to prottect
ttheir bankin
ng sector. In
n this project, we explo
ore this hyp
pothesis by studying th
he link betw
ween sovereeign
d
defaults and the domeestic financial system b
both theoretically and eempirically.. We build a model wh
here
ggovernment default hu
urts the balaance sheet of domestic banks and
d verify in th
he data thee model’s th
hree
main predictions: (i) public defaaults are fo
ollowed by large contractions in private creedit; (ii) th
hese
ccontraction
ns are strongger in countries wheree banks hold
d more pub
blic debt and
d financial iinstitutions are
sstronger; (iiii) in these ssame countries default is less likelyy.
II. Policy Im
mpact:
O
Our results indicate that the preseence of devveloped finaancial markeets in an eco
onomy playys a crucial role
r
bt. This persspective sugggests that: i) countries may beco
ome
in the sustaainability off its government’s deb
“serial defaaulters” duee to the und
derlying weakness of their financial institutio
ons, and ii) tthe ability o
of a
ggovernment to borrow
w in order to
o sustain do
omestic ban
nks during a crisis, someething we have
h
witnesssed
uring the past few years, could be heavily dep
pendent on the quality of the bankking
in various countries du
ssector itselff. Our reseaarch thus un
nderscores tthe desirability of finan
ncial reform
m to ensure more effecttive
ffinancial inttegration.
III. Audiencce:
W
We believee that all economistss involved in the deesign of m
macroeconom
mic policy constitute an
aappropriatee audience for
f our paper. This inclludes econo
omists at intternational financial in
nstitutions such
aas the IMFF or the W
World Bank, at central banks and
d financial regulatory agencies and
a
at finance
ministries. As
A the receent European debt crisiis shows, ou
ur research is not just of interest to econom
mists
w
working on the design of policy in developingg countries.

IV. Implications:
The development of domestic financial markets is crucial for the sustainability of public debt
Our research suggests that developed financial markets increase the cost of public default because they
raise the amount of public debt in the hands of domestic residents and, perhaps more importantly, they
also amplify the adverse impact of default on banks. Thus, the strengthening of creditor rights, the
growth of bank‐intermediated credit and the development of domestic markets for public bonds all
tend to enhance the sustainability of public debt. This implies that governments worried about debt
sustainability might be well‐advised to focus not just on austerity measures designed to alter the
evolution of total debt but also on the development of private financial markets to increase the
expectation of repayment of market participants.
Financial liberalization has a key effect on the sustainability of public debt
Our research also implies that financial liberalization is a double edged sword. Insofar as it attracts
foreign capital flows and expands domestic financial markets, it enhances debt sustainability. If however
liberalization leads to the outflow of private capital, it will undermine public debt sustainability, causing
a distinctive source of financial fragility.
Controls on capital outflows might be desirable
The previous point then implies that capital controls may be welfare improving in countries experiencing
outflows of private capital. The externality at the heart of this result is that atomistic investors in the
domestic banking and financial sectors do not internalize that, by sending their capital abroad, they
undermines the sustainability of public debt and enhance the country’s overall financial fragility.
Governments attempting to bailout the financial system should proceed with caution
One striking fact of the recent financial crisis is that, as the financial system of many developed
economies seemed to collapse, the governments of these same economies were able to issue new debt
that was itself used to support private markets. This contrasts sharply with the experience of emerging
markets in the 90s, when the perception of enhanced risk in private markets went hand‐in‐hand with a
limited access of governments to credit markets. Our research suggests that one key factor underlying
this difference is precisely the differential quality of financial institutions in these countries.
Consequently, even developed country governments intervening to bail out their private sectors should
be weary of the risk that increased public indebtedness may engender if financial institutions are not
sufficiently strong: a twin crisis involving both the public and the private financial sectors.
V. Summary of Research:
To study the connection between private financial markets and public debt sustainability we build a
model where banks demand public bonds as a store of liquidity. In this model, the government’s default
decision involves a tradeoff. On the one hand, a default beneficially increases domestic wealth because
some bonds are held by foreigners. On the other hand, since banks hold some public bonds, a default
hurts their balance sheets and hinders intermediation, investment and output. In this setup, financial
development increases the government’s cost of default by boosting the leverage of banks. In fact,
although higher leverage allows banks to finance a higher level of real investment, it also amplifies the
negative impact of an adverse shock to their balance sheets. As a result, the model predicts that
government defaults should be more disruptive to credit and output, and thus more costly, in more
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financially developed markets where banks are more leveraged. If financial markets are sufficiently
developed, the cost of default is so large that the government can commit to repay its debt.
We test these predictions by building a large panel of emerging and developed countries over the years
from 1980 to 2005. We measure financial development by using the “creditor rights” score of La Porta
et al. (1998). We first document that public defaults are followed by large and systematic drops of
aggregate financial activity in the defaulting country. We also find strong and robust evidence
supporting the subtler predictions of our model: the post‐default credit crunch is stronger in countries
that are financially more developed and where banks hold more public debt. We also document that in
these same countries the probability of public default is lower. These effects are economically large. We
find that in the year following a sovereign default, private credit falls by 2.4 points as a fraction of GDP
and by 8.6 percent in absolute terms. A one‐point increase in the creditor rights score of a defaulting
country (e.g. a move from a score of one as in Argentina, to a score of two as in Chile) is associated with
a larger contraction of private credit by 5.7% in absolute terms, which amounts to 1.7 percent of GDP.
Finally, every one‐standard‐deviation increase in the bond holdings of banks in a defaulting country is
associated with a more severe contraction of private credit, which falls by an additional 69% of a
standard deviation. Similarly, a one‐point improvement in creditor rights is associated with a 3.5%
reduced likelihood of a sovereign default.
VI. Implementation:
The policy implications of our research have no relevant implementation issues beyond the obvious
ones. Among these, perhaps the two most relevant ones are that i) capital controls should be properly
designed and they are hard to enforce in practice, and ii) the design and implementation of bank
bailouts should seek to minimize the distortion of incentives in order to avoid problems of moral hazard.
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